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IMPROVED MILLIMETER WAVEGUIDE FLANGES
IMPROVED COMPONENT AND MEASUREMENTS
Present millimeter waveguide flanges pose a major limitation to precision measurements and to building precision devices.
New waveguide flange designs that mate with existing flanges but offer much improved performance in the mm-wave
bands from 18 to 110 GHz are incorporated into precision components. Measurement techniques for evaluating accuracy
and results using the new flange are included in this paper.

Introduction
The growth of millimeter wave applications has increased
the requirement for precision millimeter waveguide devices
and the need for precision measurements. However,
existing millimeter waveguide flanges are often the cause
of performance limitations for many applications. Some
manufacturers specify products at a theoretical reference
plane inside the device, excluding flanges, because present
flanges may degrade overall performance.
This paper presents an improved flange design that provides
the performance required for precision measurements, while
maintaining mating compatibility with existing flanges.
Examples of precision components using the new flange
are presented, including measurement results.

(a)

The flanges used in the 18 to 110 GHz frequency range
include both round and square units, depending on the
waveguide size. We use the popular WR22 waveguide size
(33 to 50 GHz) as an example in discussing the design
improvements. The implementation in the other waveguide
bands also is presented. All of the improved flanges feature
the "Maury Indexing Pin Technique."

The Standard WR22 Flange
The current UG383/U flange is shown in Figure 1a. The
principal features include a four-pin indexing pattern for
alignment with two press-fit pins and two clearance holes
on each flange, at a 45° angle to the waveguide aperture;
raised boss in the center around the waveguide aperture;
and a four-bolt circle pattern located outside the raised
boss area.

(b)

Figure 1. WR22 flanges: Comparison between (a) the old standard non-precision design (MIL-F-3922/67B [M3922/67-006/013] – UG383/U) and (b) the
new precision design (MPF22).
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The problems posed by the present flange are:
• Inaccurate alignment due to the four-pin indexing pattern.
• Poor repeatability due to the sloppy fit of the indexing
pins and cocking of the mated flanges.
• Difficulty in restoring flange surface due to the fixed
pins. Rough surfaces, including scratches from the
fixed pins or normal wear, cannot be lapped to a
smooth finish.
• Cocking of mated flanges due to the bolt circle outside
the raised boss area. It is very difficult to get a perfectly
flat connection, even with great care in tightening the
bolts.

The Improved WR22 Flange
The improved WR22 flange, designated MPF22, eliminates
these problems, while maintaining compatibility with
existing flanges. 1 It is shown in Figure 1b.
The principal features include two precision indexing holes
located on the waveguide centerline, a raised ridge at the
outer edge of the flange, threaded indexing pins in the
four-pin pattern to allow easy installation or removal, and
reduction of the raised center boss diameter.
The advantages of the new MPF22 flange are:
• Improved alignment precision due to the tighter fit of
the two-hole indexing pattern. Also, the indexing holes

Figure 2. Two versions of the improved WR22 flange, with associated hardware.
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are on the waveguide center line, simplifying precision
installation and mechanical inspection. Slip-fit pins
are used for flange alignment.
• The raised outer ridge prevents cocking and reduces
operator skill required. It also simplifies lapping of the
mating surface.
• The smaller diameter boss at the waveguide aperture
provides good contact pressure to ensure low flange
loss.
• Restoring the flange face is possible, since the indexing pins may be removed for re-lapping of the flange
face as required.
• For mating compatibility with existing UG383/U
flanges, the pins in the four-pin pattern are threaded
into the flange and can be easily removed for precision applications.
• The design allows the alignment of existing nonprecision flanges to be improved by drilling the two
precision indexing holes and removing the press-fit
pins from the four-pin pattern. This will provide a
significant improvement in accuracy and repeatability;

however, since the raised outer ridge is missing, care is
required to avoid cocking the flange.
• For applications where a precision flange will be connected only to another precision flange, a cost savings
will result by eliminating the old four-pin pattern. This
version is designated MPF22A.
Figure 2 shows two versions of the new flange, MPF22 and
MPF22A, with associated hardware. The hardware includes
two lengths of precision indexing pins for convenience of
use, threaded pins for the four-pin pattern, captivated flange
bolts, a pin vise for installing the threaded pins, and a hex
ball driver for tightening the flange bolts.
Figure 3 shows the repeatability of the old vs improved
WR22 flanges. The top trace, at 33 dB, is the worst case of
the old flange connected 12 times quickly. The next trace,
at 53 dB, is the worst of the old flange connected 12 times
with care by a skilled technician. The third trace, at 80 dB,
is the worst case of the improved flange connected 12 times
quickly. The system noise is shown in the fourth trace.

Figure 3. Repeatability Comparison: Old vs Improved WR22 Flange.
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Improved Flanges for all Millimeter
Waveguide Sizes
The features of the improved MPF22 flange also are
available in all other millimeter wave bands up to 110 GHz,
as summarized in Figure 4. Two standard round flange
configurations are used in the 18 to 110 GHz range. The
improved 1.125 diameter flanges are compatible with the
mil spec flanges in four bands, WR42, WR28, WR22 and
WR19. A similar improved flange design is compatible with

the smaller 0.75 diameter mil spec flanges for the higher
three bands, WR15, WR12, and WR10. All improved round
flanges feature the precision two-hole indexing pattern,
raised outer ridge, reduced boss size and removable pins
(in the four-pin indexing pattern).
Three standard square flange configurations are used in
the 18 to 40 GHz range. The improved WR42 and WR28
square flanges use the two-hole indexing pattern located
on the waveguide centerline.

Figure 4. Summary of Millimeter Waveguide Flanges, 18 to 110 GHz.
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Recommended Practice
The improved flange should be used for all precision
measurements. This includes all test ports, calibration
standards and high performance devices.
Network analyzer calibration should always be performed
without the four-pin pattern. If devices with the old flanges
are to be measured, the threaded pins may be installed into
the test ports after calibration.
Whenever a flange begins to show wear, the mating surface
should be lapped to a smooth, flat condition.

Precision Components With Improved
Flange
A precision vector network analyzer calibration kit is
shown in Figure 5a. The standard kit consists of a precision
sliding load, two offset shorts, a fixed termination, a straight
section and a fixed short. This particular kit also includes
three waveguide-to-coax adapters; two right-angle launch
adapters and one end launch adapter. The 1/8 and 3/8
wavelength offset short lengths are selected to minimize
flange loss effects during calibration.2
A key calibration device for impedance measurements
is the sliding load shown in Figure 5b. It has the new
precision flange in an accurately machined housing and
a micrometer drive that moves a non-rotating element for

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Improved Millimeter Calibration Equipment: (a) Calibration Kit; (b) Sliding Load.
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optimum stability. Its performance is shown in Figure 6.
The S11 load separation return loss of this load is 76 dB,
nearly equal to the system noise level. A typical industry
sliding load without the new flange or other improvements
is only 46 dB, a difference of 30 dB.

Precision Network Measurement
Techniques
Measurement equipment available to the millimeter wave
engineer includes both scalar and vector network analyzers.

Scalar systems are simpler and less expensive, and they
provide a real-time display but have limited accuracy
enhancement capability. Vector network analyzers (VNAs)
can provide full S-parameter characterization with superior
accuracy enhancement. This paper focuses only on VNA
measurements.
Figure 7 shows a block diagram for a typical millimeter
wave VNA setup.

Figure 6. Load Separation Check of Sliding Loads.

Figure 7. Typical Millimeter Wave VNA Setup, 18 to 110 GHz.
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There are three techniques for evaluating VNA calibration
and measurement accuracy: flange repeatability, load
separation and short separation.

Flange Repeatability
Repeatability is the vector difference between the
measurements of two separate connections. Better
repeatability results in a smaller vector difference and will
appear in the display as a more negative log magnitude.
Repeatability between connections is critical in
precision measurements. A minimum of four flange
connections is used to calibrate and measure reflection;
therefore, the repeatability error term could grow by as
much as 12 dB if all phases add at some frequency. In
addition, non-systematic errors should be 20 dB or more
below the reflection being measured. A rule of thumb
is that repeatability of a single connection should be 25
to 30 dB better than the reflection under test. Using this
principle and the data in Figure 3, the old flange allows
measurements of about 38 dB return loss while the
improved flange allows measurements of about 55 dB
return loss.

Load Separation
Load separation is the mathematical separation of the
SWR of a sliding load element from the measurement. It
is done by sliding the element to several phase positions
and finding the center of the resulting circle on the Smith

chart at each frequency, as shown in Figure 8a. The effect
is the same as using an ideal reflectionless load element.
After calibration, it is useful to measure true S11 of a twoport device, terminated with a perfect load. If the sliding
load is connected directly to the test port, it shows the
combined effects of repeatability errors and sliding load
instability and non-uniformity.
Figure 6 is an example of load separation data. This is not
an overall accuracy level, but a limitation on accuracy.

Short Separation
The short separation technique is used to verify the accuracy
of a vector system after calibration, since it is independent
of the calibration standards. This check includes the effects
of multiple flange connections during calibration and
measurement and any tolerance errors of all flanges and
calibration standards.
The short separation principle is shown in the vector diagram
of Figure 8b. There are two vectors shown: the reflection
vector S of the short itself, which may have unknown losses,
and the error vector E. As the relative phase of the two
vectors is changed by varying frequency or short position,
the vectors may add or cancel. The peak to peak ripple
gives the magnitude of the error vector using the equation:
error (dB) =
-20 log (1-10 (peak ripple/20))

Figure 8. Smith Chart Vector Diagrams Illustrating measurement Principles: (a) Load Separation; (b) Short Separation.
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Figure 9 shows two measurements of a 2.2 inch precision
straight section terminated with a fixed short. The long
length causes the phase of the short to vary rapidly with
frequency, making the ripple visible. For one measurement,
the system was calibrated using the precision test port and
components with the improved flange. For the second test,
the system was calibrated using the old flange and a typical
industry sliding load. To eliminate undesired variables,
both tests used the same offset shorts and the same straight

section with the fixed short, with the appropriate indexing
pins to mate with the test ports used.
The measurement with the improved flange and sliding
load produced a worst case ripple of about 0.05 dB peak
to peak, which is an error level better than 50 dB down.
The typical industry components produced a worst case
ripple of 0.25 dB, an error level of only 37 dB down.

Figure 9. Offset Short Measurement Used in Short Separation Technique.
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Conclusion

Print History

The improved flanges overcome the major limitations
of the previous designs while maintaining compatibility
with existing equipment. One of the major factors is the
indexing pin technique, which provides superior mating
alignment, resulting in better accuracy and repeatability.
A complete solution has been presented for frequencies
up to 110 GHz.

This application note is drawn from an article originally
published in the Microwave Journal, Volume 29, No. 5 in
May of 1986, authored by Mario A. Maury, Jr. and Gary R.
Simpson, both of Maury Microwave Corporation, Ontario,
California, USA.

The improved flanges now allow implementation of
precision components, which in turn have made more
accurate measurements possible. Three VNA measurement
techniques that progressively provide for the evaluation of
measurement accuracy have been described.
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